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Last month’s CONTACT considered the future prospects for Rugby. Several laws
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The violent collisions and brutishness of gladiatorial rugby worries parents who
are having second thoughts about encouraging Johnny and Jenny to play beyond
their teenage years. A game supposedly for all shapes and sizes is now really two
games, one for the fit, giant sized Pros, the other for the less fit and lighter Ams.
“Is there room for the little guy in the land of the giants” asks one sports writer.
CONTACT invited its readers to comment on these matters. Sadly, few did,
Maybe most prefer to simply get on with Rugby as it is and are satisfied to wait
until changes actually happen. Or, do they feel powerless to influence the future?

However, two Mikes emailed CONTACT. Mike Daniel wrote “Have just skip read
REMEMBER CORE VALUES this month’s offering and to say I am appalled is understating the situation. It is
not the game I grew up with and, as you say, it is going away from grass roots and
Teamwork
pandering to the professional game. How clubs are going to cope with this is beRespect
yond me. At a disciplinary panel on Thursday it was obvious the miscreant had no
Enjoyment
real knowledge of the laws as they stand now so how are chaps like him going to
Discipline
adapt ? Perhaps I shouldn’t be so pessimistic”
Sportsmanship
Mike Arbuckle drew attention to an article by Robert Kitson of the Guardian. Its
title is Has rugby union become too complicated a game for its own good?
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY and can be read on http://gu.com/p/4gvfy?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other
In it Robert says “The top end of the sport is thriving but youth and amateur rugby
March Monthly Meeting
union seem to be almost constipated by the rules and just how closely they must
Date, Topic and Venue to be be adhered to. In 20 years time, when little Jonny and Jenny graduate from minirugby, what type of game will they want to play as young adults? What sort of
announced later.
product do coaches, parents and schoolteachers want to support and promote?
Are the laws, as they stand, suitable for both professionals and amateurs alike, or
as forward-thinking as they might be?”
Friday,15th April 2016
Do you see what I see? Do you feel what I feel? Looks as if Robert might.
Annual Dinner and
Others have different views. Steve Johnson expresses his on the following pages.
Ladies Night
He said “I have taken an opposite approach which may stimulate discussion and,
at 7.00 for 7.20 pm in the
who knows, some action!”
Great Hall at Christ’s College
Booking now open to clubs
and non members
Three course meal with wine
Tickets £50 each
Dress Code: Smart
Contact David Norman
TN: 01223 335068
Email: dn102@cam.ac.uk

Visit
CUDRRS website
www.cambsref.co.uk

“The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing”.
I do not accuse World Rugby and the professional game of doing evil. Rather, I
am urging all men/women of goodwill in CUDRRS and the amateur game to take
an interest in what’s developing, to come together and do something to protect
Community rugby from being treated as a second class citizen. It’s important.
Wake up and smell the coffee. The silent majority ought to become vocal.
CONTACT provides a platform for the exchange of opinions, ideas and comments. There is no exchange if readers do not contribute theirs to it. The topic of
Rugby’s future prospects will not feature again in this newsletter if, by the absence
of their response, readers show that it does not interest or concern them.
But what else pushes your button? Do tell or CONTACT has no future prospects.
Editor
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AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW

Steve Johnson

Dear Editor,
In response to CONTACT’s claim in last month’s issue that Rugby is on Trial, and your request for readers to comment, I would like to put the case for the defence.
Well done for producing an eloquent and comprehensive set of thoughts on the game and where it is now. You
write that professionalism has spawned a set of tactics that turn people off the game. However, I think “aerial Ping
pong” has been around for as long as anyone can remember. Even the term “Garryowen” comes from the style of
rugby played in the 1920’s by the successful Irish team. I also remember going to see the All Blacks play Llanelli in
the mid 60’s, and watching Mac Herewini – an outstanding running All Black fly half – put up aerial bomb on aerial
bomb as New Zealand pressurised the Welsh full back (Hodgson). The first five he cleared to touch. The sixth he
was caught and never recovered.
Acting as Devil’s Advocate, in my view professionalism has vastly improved the skills levels of players across the
spectrum. I remember watching a group of players doing a set of difficult passing skills drills at an RFU coaching
course in London. Andy Farrell – the lead coach that day – said that the players at Saracens did 20 minutes of
such skills EVERY DAY. Prior to the professional era, players practiced twice a week after work (in the dark), and
skills development was not high on the agenda.
For an indication of how far the game is advanced, look back at “The Game of the Century” between the Barbarians and Ian Kirkpatrick’s All Blacks (with that Gareth Edwards try). See the number of basic errors – simple
knocks on – that today would simply not happen. Professionalism ushered in the most exciting, dynamic, brilliant
series of games the world had ever seen. That is the Southern Hemisphere’s Super 12 (sneeringly disregarded as
“basketball” by northern voices). That style of rugby has given birth to a collection of super-stars (and RWC champions) but none of them in England.
Let’s remember that there is a reason for the up and under tactic – it’s safer than running, because most teams
don’t have a player that gains the same amount of ground by running. When the coaches do have that option they
use it. Clive Woodward’s England teams prior to the 2003 RWC planned for Jason Robinson to run the ball back
to a point in front of the forwards. Each kick was analysed and it was decided that “Jason will get here, and …” Joe
Rokococo was another player used in that way.
The real reason for today’s style is that defensive play has improved so much since professionalism. There is no
way that JPR (Wales 1969-81) would have gained so much ground and scored so many tries under today’s defensive conditions. Players and coaches have to bring the level of their attacking play up to the same level – consistently.
You made a plea for the popularity of the game to be raised (“Unless rugby can attract youth it will die”). Honestly
speaking, the only ways to achieve this are (1) for England to start winning (again) and (2) “Beckhamisation” or the
Jonny Wilkinson effect. English rugby needs an over-arching superstar. One of the reasons that New Zealand
Rugby has become as popular as it is was not only the outstanding all-round ability of Daniel Carter but also his
good looks. This handsome lad had the entire female population in the palm of his hand (not only in New Zealand)
Jonny Wilkinson had the same potential and England needs a new “saviour” to appeal to all – while winning.
Actually though, I don’t believe your theory about the style of play being a threat to Community Rugby. I think the
new New Rules of Play (NROP—Transitional Contact) will do a great deal to encourage our youngsters to play a
more Southern Hemisphere style with it’s greater emphasis on adventurous running and its élan.
Interestingly, a parent of my NROP-playing Under 12 team was furious about the changes before the first game of
the season. “They have been brought in to encourage more players…” I began softly. He bellowed “Yes, but they
are encouraging the WRONG players! They forget who the ones we want to keep in the game are.”
However, by the end of the season, he had conceded that the NROP had made the whole team raise their levels,
and thus the best players had become even better.
In the long run though, I don’t think these new laws will have any impact on whether a young player decides to continue on to adult rugby or not. Most players want to WIN, and if the only way they can achieve this is with a kicking
game, they will happily do so.
What we might do as a society to help the game? One answer might be for CUDRRS to offer referees for these
games – show the coaches that we are supporting this initiative, talk positively about the running with the ball,
praise the youngsters (which we do) and help in that way.
I teach rugby to the young and they do enjoy themselves during sessions on the pitch. But there are so many other
distractions once they leave the ground that club rugby has little chance of competing. However, if they are coming
back to the game in their late 20’s, there must be something good there somewhere.
The move towards two referees, if adopted, would mean that CUDRRS must become far more pro-active in finding
and keeping new officials. Retention is one area of concern for me. Most CUDRRS referees have been in the area
for a long time. They may have even played for the clubs they now ref, so they “know and are known.”
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AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW (continued)

Steve Johnson

I am a relative newcomer to Cambridge, and although I really enjoy the on-field refereeing experience, when my
King’s commitments and my dodgy right knee permit, I must confess that the after-match experience is a little lacking. In the majority of clubs, I know nobody. If I rack up to the bar, it’s clear that, very naturally, the players want to
spend time together and not with the stranger in their midst. Frequently, the only person who wants to talk to me is
the “on the fringe” flanker wanting to know why I had “pinged” him all afternoon.
I know this is true from the other perspective. As a coach of school teams, although I would want to /try to truly
welcome and converse with the ref. at tea after the game, I am inundated with parents wanting to talk about their
sons. We must also “entertain” the visiting coaches / teachers. The referees come in a distant third in our welcoming priorities. Thus we often have little more time to talk beyond thanking them, profusely. At least at King’s we
have tea in the same room. In other more prestigious schools, visiting coaches are usually taken to the common
room bar, away from the “hoi polloi”.
But back to the law trials. I copied CONTACT and took it to the pub to show friends and aficionados to get their
thoughts. It proved really quite interesting. The “older”, that is older than me so that is old, former player was appalled with the maul, and scrum interpretations. That turned him off the whole document. My slightly younger pal
did say that the Rugby World Cup was a tad difficult for his wife and grandchildren to understand. “Why has the
game stopped again Granddad?” He thought that any moves to make the game easier to understand would make
it accessible to a wider viewing base. We’ll have to see.
Summarising the pub responses:
Law 3 was well received.
Law 6 also well received “Serve ‘em right” - it would stop the “tactical” offences in the final 30 seconds.
Law 8 - no comment.
Law 9 was welcomed – “Fewer stoppages of 90 seconds for a shot at goal.”
Law 10 was seen as a bit harsh, especially for say Under 13 school teams who don’t have very skillful kickers.
Law 15 and 16 provided the most heated discussions. We’ll have to “wait and see.”
Law 17 made my former forward pal incandescent. “Ruining the face of the game!” We didn’t get any further than
that (blood pressure worries).
Law 22 -I must say I like the new idea.
I was greatly encouraged by the numbers of players in the game that you quoted. I was not at all surprised by the
lack of interest among the 16-25 year olds. When I was that age, long, long ago, there was not much else available. The clubhouse post-match was noisy, cheerful and beery, almost always bought by the older guys.
What else could a young fella want ?
In those days, there was nothing much available on a Saturday night. Nowadays, youngsters have so many more
alternatives with greater appeal. They are much more sophisticated and more mobile than in my day. Furthermore,
the clubhouses have not moved on. I would bet that the décor, the atmosphere, and the refreshments on offer are
of the same quality as they were 50 years ago. Not attractive to a young man on the town.
The quote from Steve Grainger on the need for retiring players to nurture the development of youngsters, would if
done would certainly be beneficial. BUT, and it is a big but, becoming suitably qualified legally for coaching positions is an expensive business. Although the most basic course is £15, RFU Levels 1 and 2 are £115, Level 3
costs £1,000, and Level 4 costs £2,750.
These are just the course fees. Getting there and back and accommodation add to the expenditure. The outlay in
time during the courses is considerable. Even refereeing courses for later amateur participation will cost £50 at
King’s in March and at Wymondham in February. These are significant amounts of money in these straitened
times. I’m sure they discourage a number of potential candidates.
We cannot casually say that a retiring player/potential coach doesn’t need to do these coaching courses – we live
in strict litigious times. If a player is injured playing under an under-qualified coach or referee, the ramifications are
huge. On that point, if a club wants to ensure that Intermediate-qualified First Aiders are available, it will cost £300
for the course and £600 for an Advanced qualification.
Make no mistake, I love my rugby and have done for 60 years. My family were heavily involved in my son’s teenage years. However, if I were to total the money I have spent on the sport in various ways, I might have a coronary! Simply calling on retired players to give of their time voluntarily without recompense and then ask them to
play for their courses as well will take rugby to the same point as Track and Field athletics That’s another of my
deepest loves – I do pick ‘em don’t I? There is no money for club coaches, and their numbers are tumbling down.
I think the professional game helps the community game far more than it did in the pre-professional era. All the
Premier Clubs are heavily involved, to their advantage some might say, in community projects. Academy coaches
are sent out by the clubs to schools and junior teams in their regions. With the improvement in pitches that has
been possible thanks to the money they have, participation pre-game, half time and post-match is far better than it
ever was in the amateur era.
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AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW (continued)

Steve Johnson

I was amazed by the quality of the product at Saracens and the way Leicester took care of 115 King’s players a
couple of years ago. It ensured an abiding memory for all who went. If local clubs are able to provide the same
kind of quality, they will have more youngsters than they can cope with – and that is true in our local clubs. I hear
that Cambridge has so many Sunday youngsters that they have to hold morning and afternoon sessions, using
university pitches as well as their own. Shelford is thriving like never before and there are over 200 youngsters at
Ely every Sunday.
So, it seems to me that we have a glass half full – half empty
scenario.
I am sure there is more that could be done but I am equally
sure that those who are involved are doing all they can to preserve this wonderful sport.
Rugby is still a game that can be played by all shapes and
sizes. Whilst this is no longer true in the professional game, it
is at school and youth levels
We need to make those who will never be big enough aware
of this and help them enjoy the game at the levels they are
playing. This is the way forward.
I rest my case.

COMEBACK
Editors have the privilege to comeback at contributors. Before I take advantage of that I wish to thank Steve for
expressing his opinion about professional rugby although it is opposite to mine. It shows he cares.
I speak as I find and my views are conditioned by my personal experiences. Professionalism has certainly raised
the skill levels - in elite sport - as they have plenty of time to practice and hone them.
Agreed, there has been a steady improvement in skill levels in grassroots rugby, especially in handling and passing. It began twenty five years before the game went “Open”. It was in 1970 that i) the RFU produced its first
coaching manual, Guide to Coaches and Players, which set out ways to develop individual, unit and team skills,
ii) mini rugby was introduced and iii) the RFU allowed the creation of merit leagues which later led to the formation
of a national league system in 1987.
Amateurs in clubs seriously seeking to climb the league ladder gave up more of their spare time to practice. Once
a week became twice a week. The quality of Community Rugby has got better due to better preparation under
coaching regimes in clubs where many start off with players as young as 8 years old (and with better refereeing?)
Enlightened first class clubs always supported local rugby and offered coaching on their catchment areas. At least
they did that in Bristol and Northampton as I know. It’s good to see that Premiership clubs do the same. But it’s
not new. Their academies pick young talent to develop but have been known to be ruthless to those less able.
As for the aerial tennis kicking, the Garry Owen was used to test the courage and fielding ability of the opposition.
Defence systems, aided by Rugby League coaching, have made it harder to break through to score tries. Now
scrums are relied on to produce penalties and points. Much of the kicking from 9’s,10’s and 15’s is misdirected and
desperate. It says “We can’t use possession. You have it. Let’s see what you can do. Maybe you will make a mistake.” Kicking for position or repossession or relief of pressure used to be the maxim. Rugby is supposed to be a
running, handling game after all.
My criticism of professional rugby is that it has turned the sport from fun making to money making and dictates how
the game will develop, for spectators rather than participators. I don’t like that, so it’s just as well my rugby days are
coming to an end. But I do believe they were better. We had hookers who could hook then. Times change and so
will rugby. To the future generations who will play this great game - Good Luck. Enjoy. I did.
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TO BLOW OR NOT TO BLOW
That is the question referees ask themselves when they (and the adviser) spot an infringement of the Laws.
Law 8 - Advantage is regarded as the most valuable and creative tool available to referees. Instead of players
listening to the whistle blown for every minor offence, they should be encouraged to play on and see if they can
benefit from their opponent’s mistakes.
Prompted by Mike Bragg, CONTACT focuses on Law 8 to help CUDRRS referees make the right
choice between Blow, Show, Tell or No Blow, Show, Tell. Advantage needs to be applied so that it
achieves its purpose. This is clearly stated in the DEFINITION to Law 8, i.e. “to make play more
continuous with fewer stoppages for infringements”. The most important aspect of Law 8 to understand is that it is used completely and solely at the referee’s discretion. No two referees are
likely to play advantage in exactly the same way. However, whilst it is accepted that referees
have to exercise their personal judgment, the question arises whether CUDRRS referees can be
helped to apply consistent judgment to whether advantage, either tactical or territorial, is gained or not. At least
they should follow the same process even if they reach different conclusions.
Mike Bragg has commented that referees allow play to go on for varying lengths of time after
penalty deserving infringements. There seems to be no common rationale applied which thus
confuses players and spectators alike. The non-offending side secures possession, retains it
and is given multiple chances to gain advantage. The whistle blows and play is taken back to
the place of infringement. How and why did the referee decide advantage was over? Should
there be a time limit for making the call “Advantage Over” or “ No Advantage gained”.
This article is intended to stimulate conversation about how to apply Law 8 in different scenarios and discover
whether there are some basic principles all our referees could follow to measure advantage and produce common
outcomes. Advantage and how to play it will be a topic for a future meeting. Work on the presentation has started.
To start off, we take a look at the history of Law 8. Prior to 1969, advantage in the law book was an obscure paragraph, hidden away and almost lost. The laws were rewritten to condense and clarify them and make them easier
for non-English speakers to read as the game spread around the world. Advantage was given a Law number of its
own.
Guidance to referees on how to use Law 8 has been revised over the years. It was contained in the Referee Practical Coaching Booklet (2005) entitled “Continuity Advantage”. This had the laudable intention to make the game
more enjoyable for players, spectators and officials – described by some as a “flowing experience”. The booklet
also said referees should consider what the non offending skipper would prefer. It is quite possible that he
would prefer the penalty particularly if it is near the end of the game and three points will give him victory or save
the game. At the same time, we were advised that “a penalty is, more often than not, preferable to slow ball”.
At Community Level, there are few spectators and they will not have paid for their entertainment but the principle
still applies. The law requires us to play Advantage whenever possible - so how do we handle the situation if a
captain, at the pre - match briefing states that he wants “the kick” for every penalty offence? He may do this because he has a good kicker or he wants to slow the game up. Or alternatively during the game he repeatedly calls
for Penalties as soon as Advantage is called. According to the sporting press, some top level coaches are demanding “Penalties every time”. Also, as the Cambridge Coach commented at recent CUDDRS meeting,
”Continuity always seems to favour the attackers”.
If we call and signal “Penalty Advantage” and Black (the non-offending team) decide to kill the ball or simply hold
it in the back row, we are now instructed to call “Use it” to keep the game flowing. What action do we then take if
Black chooses not to do so? Black are entitled to a Penalty Kick but they have also disobeyed our instruction.
What sanction do we apply, if any? Does Black forfeit the Penalty? Or do we simply accept the fact that our
management instructions are generally non-enforceable, unless there is dissent involved, and award the Penalty?
Alternatively, is it wiser not to call “Use it” when it seems that the ball is being retained in the scrum deliberately
with the intention of getting the Penalty kick?
Advantage can make referees look good or poor. They need to have knowledge of the game. They need to have
confidence in their ability to control the game. They need to be aware of the temperature of the game and the attitude of the teams. Do they want to play Rugby? What’s the weather like? How skilful are the players? Should advantage be played from a foul play incident? Should advantage be played if the non-offenders are put under pressure, for example in their own 22m zone?
No wonder then that “To blow or not to blow” is not an easy question for referees to answer to the satisfaction of
the players, coaches, spectators, coaches, adviser, Old Uncle Tom Cobley and all, and the referee. Let’s begin
our consideration in CUDRRS of how to use Law 8 and produce thoughts and issues for discussion at a monthly
meeting.
Oh! and then there is “materiality” to put into the mix.

Read on.....
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ADVANTAGE AND MATERIALITY
Red has the throw in to a scrum, 6 metres from White’s goal line.
Red win the strike and heel the ball. White flanker (7) breaks and
becomes offside. However, the Red team is in a good attacking
position, so the referee lets play go on. If the Red attack fails, the
referee brings play back and penalises the White flanker.
If the offending player is waved / told to go back and he promptly
retires to an onside position, then the proponents of Materiality
would argue that the flanker has made no difference to the game,
the offence can be disregarded, the offside line being - like Brighton’s - immaterial. (Reference: The importance of being Earnest. OW)
Play should continue without any consideration of whether advantage should be awarded. That said, Advantage is a Law “taking precedence over most other Laws” (Law 8.3 says
which). Materiality is merely a concept which has not found its way into Law and it seems now to receive less emphasis than hitherto.
Irrespective of materiality, the attacking side already has had the advantage in that they have heeled the ball prior
to the offence. It can be argued that this is the baseline and they need to gain more advantage for Law 8 to apply
or is the fact they already have sufficient advantage.
Let us take another example and suppose that the situation is reversed and the attackers have committed the offence. The defenders, White, clear the ball with a good kick into touch. Red will now have the throw in to the subsequent lineout. Had a penalty kick been awarded and White kicked the ball into touch, then White would have the
throw in to the lineout which is clearly more advantageous. So the question arises whether we should regard the
good clearance to touch as sufficient advantage or award the penalty kick as this will probably be of greater advantage – probably but not certainly for the kicker taking the penalty may miss touch.
And the general question is - Do we try to give the non offending side not merely an appropriate advantage (scrum
or penalty) but the best possible advantage? (Note: This dilemma arose in a recent CUDDRS Level 9 game).
How should materiality be applied to advantage? Consider the following
If the offenders retain possession no advantage can accrue. So Blow the Whistle.
If there is an offence but there is no material effect, advantage need not be applied. Manage it!! Use downtime.
If the offence is material and a team’s attacking position has not diminished, advantage should be applied.
Naturally, new referees will find knowing when to stop playing advantage more difficult than knowing when to play
it. They are invited to identify any uncertainties they have. Experienced referees will have worked out their own
criteria for determining what clear and real tactical or territorial advantage is. They are invited to share these.
This article is intended to stimulate thought and produce questions, answers and opinions on how CUDRRS can
referee advantage better and get better rugby as a result. Please join in the debate.

UNION ADVICE
Some national Rugby Unions issue Game Management Guidelines each season. They give further guidance to
areas of law which are open to interpretation and highlight aspects of play that referees should give special attention to. Here are two examples of guidelines issued by the Australian, USA and Scottish Unions for 2015.
Advantage
• For a ‘scrum advantage’ to accrue, the non-offending team needs to have gained clear and real possession
roughly equivalent to that which they would get from a scrum
• A ‘penalty kick advantage’ calls for a greater level of reward than for a knock-on or free kick sanction. The nonoffending team must gain either tactical or territorial advantage roughly equivalent to that of receiving the penalty
kick in the first instance.
• On the rare occasions that advantage is played after foul play, the very least that should happen is an
admonishment. The player involved needs to understand that the referee was playing advantage for their
offence.
No Advantage
• If the scrum collapses, pops or players are lifted off their feet, an immediate whistle is required to prevent
injury, whether for penalty or reset.
• If a player deliberately kills the ball on the ground, no advantage should be applied, unless a clear scoring
opportunity or an obvious advantage is likely.
Comment: “Nothing gives one person so much advantage over another as to remain always cool and unruffled
under all circumstances”. (Thomas Jefferson). Referees must stay cool at all times when playing advantage.
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REFEREE MASTER CLASSES
Preventive or positive refereeing sometimes requires a referee to show players how to do things.
It seems that some CUDRRS refs have taken to giving demonstrations during matches at Saffron Walden.
Here is the evidence. The referees efforts appear to have been effective if the smiling faces at Henham are anything to go by. The First XV is doing well and riding high at the top of the London 2 North East table.
Here Tom Northcote, resplendent in non CUDRRS kit, demonstrates how to roll
away from the tackle area.
His lesson was observed with interest by
players of both teams, Walden and Campion.
Our CUDRRS Grading Committee chairman is waiting to study the assessment
report to read whether following Tom’s lesson, there were any further Law 15.4 offences. However, Tom’s approach is not
recommended for copying by inexperienced referees. Maybe later though?
Spike Dewing shows a Walden forward
how to comply with Law 10.1 (a) when approaching the breakdown.
This photo also demonstrates to new referees that if they get to the breakdown
quickly they are in an ideal position to
make decisions.
Spike is almost the third one to arrive at the
situation and his shoulder to shoulder
nudge indicates he is determined not let
players prevent him getting there.
Another example of preventive refereeing
or is Spike just reliving his playing days.

Maintaining CUDRRS “That’s way to do it “
policy Paul Wilson lines a Walden player
up for a tackle watched by skipper Adam
Miles.
Note how Paul is eyeing up the target area
preparing to drive his right shoulder into the
right thigh of the ball carrier with his head
set to go behind him and wrapping the ball
in the process.
CONTACT is not sure about the timing of
his demonstration of how to tackle effectively. It may have been during the match
for the benefit of Basildon who lost 87 - 0
or during Walden’s warm up. Paul just
wanted to stop the Walden player to check
his studs. Nice colour. The boots not Paul’s
shirt. Next season the two will match.
“Those that can do. Those that cannot teach”. Obviously not true for these CUDRRS master refs.
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A PROPER UPBRINGING
To give their children the best chance of enjoying a good and full life, the most important things parents can
provide, besides love, are coaching and leadership plus guidance about what matters in life and why it matters.
They should also point out to them what’s worth spending their time and effort on and what to avoid.
CUDDRS members when refereeing youth matches act “in loco parentis”. Because we appoint to matches at Under 13 and above, we have the opportunity to influence young players and their attitudes of towards playing the
game. We can coach them to better rugby. By our example, we can lead them to realise that fun and friendship are
important aspects of playing any sport. Hopefully, by being brought up properly, i.e. to play according to the
game’s core values, the youngsters will continue to enjoy playing rugby long into their adult years.
CUDRRS’ provision of competent referees for youth rugby
is paying dividends.
This email from John Hanlon is encouraging evidence. He
wrote....
“Well, I have got Sunday's mud out of my kit.
What a good game Shelford v Newmarket.
Lots of mud but the U15s scrum had not a single collapse.
Legal binding rather than “Premiership” style and a sensible approach from the players shows it can be done if you
are not obsessed with proving something or turning a small
infringement into a penalty opportunity. They know they
don't get one from me at any rate”.
John’s devotion to his work as Weekend Youth Appointments Secretary has become legendary.
He is shown here at Under 13 level, alert, on the move
and, no doubt, offering words of encouragement. No wonder his praiseworthy contribution to Cambridgeshire
Rugby has been frequently recognised. Should John ever decide to close his laptop on referee appointments, who
does CUDRRS have to take his place? Now there’s a future prospect worth thinking about.

IN TOUCH WITH ONE’S SOFTER SIDE
Empathy is about standing in someone else's shoes, feeling with his or her heart, seeing with his or her eyes.
A good referee shows appropriate empathy for the skill and fitness levels of the players. Empathy makes the world
a better place and also makes better referees.
With Women’s rugby now
one of the fastest growing
sports, one of our number
decided to prepare himself
for more appointments to
women’s games.
Here he is seen developing
his empathy by not only
standing in female shoes
but donning full costume.
He Is getting in touch with
his softer side.
CONTACT’s informant did
not reveal whether Spike
Dewing turned up in this
colourful dress at Shelford
to referee their women’s
match against Moseley. Thankfully, he wore his CUDRRS kit to officiate on the pitch. Spike has offered to give advice on empathy to other referees and how to apply eye shadow and mascara.
Dave Howell was spotted recently in the make up department of a local store. Was
he chatting up the counter assistant to see if she would like to give a demonstration
at a monthly meeting of CUDRRS or was he purchasing cosmetics for himself?
Or was it sun tan lotion? He certainly looks bronzed these days. (Sol bronceado).
“Empathy is the starting point for creating a community and taking action.
It's the impetus for creating change”.
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THE BREAKDOWN
The emphasis on taking the ball into contact at all levels of
Rugby has made the breakdown a very important contributing
factor to winning the game. Coaches often say “If you win the
breakdown you win the match”. There may well over one hundred breakdowns per game so it is easy to see why teams pay
so much attention to getting it right.
That’s the point Roland Winter, DOP Cambridge made at the
last meeting when he described how clubs like his at Level 4
forensically analysed these phases of play, now collectively
termed “the breakdown”.
No less attention must be paid by referees to getting it right.
CUDRRS officials will referee better and, guess what, better
rugby will result if they are aware of how the game is being
played, by following the ABC principles for observing play at the tackle, by communicating effectively and not being
conned by players, captains or coaches. No wonder then that “Entrenador” Howell quite rightly returned to the
topic of Tackle and Ruck at the February meeting and led a discussion on the views expressed by Roland.
Players are coached in great detail how to compete for possession as attackers or defenders. And surprise, surprise, what they do sometimes is not within the laws. They also expect the referee to take charge at the breakdown and they appeal loudly for the opposition to be penalised.
Such attention to detail and artful practices are not confined to matches at Level 4. The coach grapevine and the
cascading of tactics and the dark arts down through the levels is a matter of fact and history. Dave recounted his
recent experience in a schools match where one obviously skilled player on his feet at a breakdown called out to
him that the tackled player was not releasing the ball, not admitting though that he was not releasing the tackled
player. What is seen in the Elite game is copied in the Community game. Hence referees must give equally intense
consideration to how they will manage play on the ground. The February meeting attendees certainly did this..
All agreed that to referee the breakdown well, it is important to be on the spot as soon as the tackle is made.
Approaching the tackle, they should note how the tackled player is falling with the ball and where he/she and the
ball will end up. Will the ball be free for fair competition or will it be tussled over? Tackle made, attention turns to
the tackler(s). Are they releasing the tackled player? Are they hindering the release of the ball? Are they on their
feet?
Attention switches to the tackled player. Are they releasing or holding on? If it is the latter, blow your whistle before
they get a blow to their body. If the ball has been made available, watch how the tackler and tackler assist act.
Do they comply with Law 15. Remember the tackler may play the ball as per Law 15.4 but the tackler assist must
comply with Law 15.6. Watch the arriving players. Do they stay on their feet and approach the tackle “through the
gate, i.e. As per Law15.6 (d)? Tackler assist is the player who makes a tackle but stays on their feet.
Quite a lot to do and, according to Roland, the referee should be looking to reward skill and not make continuity the
priority. The meeting did not go along with this view. If the skill was legal, the referee should certainly reward positive play over negative. They should be seeking to keep the game flowing by spotting offences, using the advantage law, if safe to do so, if the non offenders have gained possession.
How should you referee the breakdown when the ball carrier is tackled by more than one opponent? Which one
should you focus on? The tip from one of the experienced referees present was “Spot the ball”. The tackler who is
in a position to interfere with it is more likely to infringe than the tackler who is not.
Tackles often turn into rucks as arriving players stay on their feet and make physical contact with opponents with
the ball between them. Before then a skilful No.7 may have attempted to pick up the ball. Do not call “Ruck” too
soon but if the pick up has not been completed, it would be appropriate to call “Ruck - Hands off “.
At higher levels when AR’s have been officially appointed, the referee may ask them to help police the breakdown.
An extra pair of eyes is always useful but when club touch judges are running the line, their duties should not extend to the breakdown. Their neutrality may be questioned if their involvement affects the outcome of the match.
CUDRRS referees often find themselves doing three jobs when no one volunteers to run the line and Law 6.B.1 is
set aside in order to get the game up and running. IHowever, when teams do provide touch judges, they should be
made to feel useful and valued. The referee should give them limited additional duties such as marking offside
lines at set pieces and kicks. During the match, the referee should have a word with them to compliment or comment. This would make them feel part of a genuine team of three. Afterwards, the referee should thank them.
Volunteer TJs at clubs need to be cultivated so they will offer their services to the next referee.
Thanks to all who contributed to a very constructive session. Good choice of topic, Dave.
Improve your knowledge of the breakdown by viewing https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8rHo4tfpxV8
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY AND
DISTRICT RUGBY REFEREES’
SOCIETY

ANNUAL DINNER
AND
LADIES NIGHT
FRIDAY 15TH APRIL 2016
CHRIST’S COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE
7.00pm for 7.20pm

Three course meal in the Great Hall with complimentary
wine.

Speaker – Eddie Butler
Cambridge University, Wales and British Lions

Tickets: £50 available from:
David Norman Email: dn102@cam.ac.uk
CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS.
Contributions from all in the Society and its customers are welcomed and invited.
Please send your comments, views etc by email to:
michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.

